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| 5002/06 AGRILEG 2 AGRIFIN 2 OC 32 |
| + ADD 1 |
| 5001/06 AGRILEG 1 AGRIFIN 1 OC 1 |
| + COR 1 (pl) |
| + REV 1 (de) |
| + REV 2 (fr) |
| + REV 3 (fi) |
| + REV 4 (el) |
| + REV 5 (da) |
| + REV 6 (it) |
| approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06 |

| 2. Adoption of a Council Regulation on the conclusion of the Protocol setting out, for the period from 18 January 2005 to 17 January 2011, the fishing opportunities and the financial contribution provided for by the Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Republic of Seychelles on fishing off Seychelles |
| 5151/06 PECHE 5 OC 27 |
| 13539/05 PECHE 214 OC 818 |
| approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06 |
3. Written questions put to the Council by Members of the European Parliament

(a) n° E-1635/05 by Christine DE VEYRAC
   "Enlargement and Turkey"
   14757/05 PE-QE 766

(b) n° E-2267/05 by Eija-Riitta KORHOLA
   "Situation of the Roma in Eastern Europe, particularly Slovakia"
   14671/05 PE-QE 757

(c) n° E-2534/05 by Chris DAVIES
   "Trade in drugs"
   14665/05 PE-QE 756

(d) n° E-2696/05 by José RIBEIRO e CASTRO
   "Cuba - increasing repression"
   14696/05 PE-QE 758

(e) n° E-2776/05 by Bart STAES
   "Human rights situation in Zumsoi"
   14698/05 PE-QE 759

(f) n° E-2797/05 by Mary McDONALD
   "Human rights in Romania"
   13087/05 PE-QE 675 + COR1

(g) n° P-3064/05 by Dorette CORBEY
   "Overfishing"
   14765/05 PE-QE 767

approuved by COREPER, Part 1, on 07.12.05

4. Written questions put to the Council by Members of the European Parliament

(a) n° E-2144/05 by Gay MITCHELL and n° E-3024/05 by Proinsias DE ROSSA
   "Dublin and Monaghan bombings"
   "1974 Dublin and Monaghan bombings"
   14704/05 PE-QE 760

(b) n° E-2527/05 by Edite ESTRELA
   "African children used in rituals in the United Kingdom"
   15612/05 PE-QE 795

(c) n° E-2628/05 by Cristiana MUSCARDINI
   "Absence from the Chamber"
   15090/05 PE-QE 778

(d) n° E-2818/05 by Kiriakos TRIANTAPHYLIDES
   "Inaccuracies contained on British Presidency webpage"
   14395/05 PE-QE 738

(e) n° E-3042/05 by Joseph MUSCAT
   "Relocation of EU citizens"
   14398/05 PE-QE 739

(f) n° E-3045/05 by Philip CLAEYS
   "Non-recognition of Cyprus by Turkey"
   15093/05 PE-QE 781

(g) n° E-3092/05 by Charlotte CEDERSCHIÖLD
   "Terrorism associated with the events in London on 7 July 2005"
   15091/05 PE-QE 779
(h) n° E-3159/05 by Philip CLAEYS
"Living conditions of prisoners in Turkey"
15092/05 PE-QE 780

(i) n° E-3181/05 by Joseph MUSCAT
"Visa requirements"
15734/05 PE-QE 800

(j) n° E-3202/05 by Mario BORGHEZIO
"EU must intervene in the Salvioli case"
14723/05 PE-QE 762

(k) n° E-3225/05 by Georgios KARATZAFFERIS
"Turkey's nuclear programme"
16049/05 PE-QE 807

(l) n° E-3234/05 by Emilio MENENDEZ
"Amendment of the Protocol on origin of the EU-Israel Association Agreement"
14386/05 PE-QE 736

(m) n° E-3270/05 by Michl EBNER
"Croatian police chief Ranko Ostojić"
15948/05 PE-QE 801

(n) n° E-3272/05 by Michl EBNER
"Carla del Ponté's press spokeswoman"
14379/05 PE-QE 734

(o) n° E-3286/05 by Renato BRUNETTA
"Attacks on efforts to safeguard the cultural heritage and on entrepreneurial freedom"
14726/05 PE-QE 763

(p) n° P-3416/05 by Charles TANNOCK
"Serious loophole in the Sangatte Accords between France, Belgium and the UK to prevent illegal immigration to the UK"
14771/05 PE-QE 768

(q) n° P-3462/05 by Bart STAES
"Reception of asylum seekers in Belgium"
14778/05 PE-QE 769

(r) n° E-3468/05 by Claude MORAES
"Guide dogs"
14808/05 PE-QE 771

(s) n° E-3470/05 by Patrick LOUIS and Philippe de VILLIERS
"Judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Communities of 13 September 2005 (Case C-176/03)"
14810/05 PE-QE 772

(t) n° E-3540/05 by Jonas SJOSTEDT
"Declaration of invalidity of agreements in Bolivia"
14817/05 PE-QE 773

(u) n° P-3687/05 by Rodi KRATSA-TSAGAROPOULOU
"Elections in Afghanistan and participation of women"
15253/05 PE-QE 783

(v) n° E-3849/05 by Bart STAES
"Environmental coordinator for the General Secretariat of the Council of Ministers of the EU (Council Secretariat)"
15272/05 PE-QE 785
approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 13.01.06
5. Governing Board of the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions
   - Appointment of Mr L.C. BEETS, to replace Mr C.J. VOS, Dutch full Member, who has resigned
   15905/05 SOC 518
   approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 13.01.06

6. Draft Decision of the EC-EFTA Joint Committee on Simplification of Formalities in Trade in Goods amending the Convention of 20 May 1987 on simplification of formalities in trade in goods
   - Adoption of Community position
   14158/05 CID 29 UD 138 AELE 30 OC 796
   14160/05 CID 30 UD 139 AELE 31 OC 797
   + COR 1 (it)
   approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 13.01.06

7. Draft Council Decision amending the Council's Rules of Procedure with a view to updating the table on the population of Member States
   14600/05 INST 92 JUR 465
   14591/05 INST 91 JUR 464
   + COR 1 (fr)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

8. Appointment of eight members of the Court of Auditors
   15743/05 INST 109 CMPT 11
   15742/05 INST 108 CMPT 10 JUR 525
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 20.12.05

9. Public access to documents
   a) Confirmatory application made by Mr David CRONIN (46/c/10/05)
      15005/05 INF 198 API 140 JUR 495
   b) Confirmatory application made by Ms Anna HAKOBYAN (47/c/01/05)
      15772/05 INF 204 API 143 JUR 528
   c) Confirmatory application No 48/c/01/05
      15918/05 INF 210 API 146 JUR 536
   d) Confirmatory application made by Mr Thomas MEYER-FALK (49/c/01/05)
      15938/05 INF 213 API 149 JUR 539
   e) Confirmatory application No 53/c/01/05)
      16009/05 INF 225 API 161 JUR 552
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

10. Preliminary ruling C-199/05
    - Presentation of oral argument at the hearing of 22/02/06 in case concerning incompatibility with Protocol on Privileges and Immunities ("PPI") of payment of a "condemnation fee" for the unsuccessful party in a litigation before the Belgian courts
      5297/06 JUR 4 INST 2
      approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06
11. Proposal for transfer of appropriations n° DEC64/2005 within Section III - Commission - of the general budget for the financial year 2005 (CE)
   5139/06 FIN 2
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

12. Enlargement
   - Council Decision on the principles, priorities and conditions contained in the Accession Partnership with Turkey
     5357/06 ELARG 1 NT 2
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

13. Council Common Position renewing the restrictive measures imposed against Liberia
    5302/06 PESC 29 COAFR 5 COARM 3 OC 46
    16076/05 PESC 1196 COAFR 232 COARM 55 OC 994
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

14. Council Common Position renewing and supplementing the restrictive measures imposed against Côte d'Ivoire
    5304/06 PESC 30 COAFR 6 COARM 4 OC 47
    16071/05 PESC 1195 COAFR 231 COARM 54 OC 993
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

15. Draft Council Common Position repealing Common Position 96/184/CFSP concerning arms exports to the former Yugoslavia
    15816/05 PESC 1168 COARM 52 COWEB 244 OC 961
    15498/05 PESC 1142 COARM 51 COWEB 231 OC 934
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 20.12.05

16. European Neighbourhood Policy
    - Council Decision enabling countries covered by the European Neighbourhood Policy, as well as Russia, to benefit from the Technical Assistance and Information Exchange (TAIEX) Programme
      5180/06 COEST 9 NIS 5 MED 2 PESC 19 RELEX 8 FIN 4 OC 30
      12786/05 COEST 157 NIS 136 MED 35 PESC 814 RELEX 488 FIN 349
      + COR 1 (fr)
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

17. Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Council Regulation (EC) n° 74/2004 imposing a definitive countervailing duty on imports of cotton-type bed linen originating in India
    15540/05 COMER 190 OC 936
    + COR 1
    15542/05 COMER 191 OC 937
    + COR 1 (lt)
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 13.01.06
18. Antidumping
   - Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) n° 1338/2002 imposing a definitive countervailing duty on imports of sulphanilic acid originating in India and amending Regulation (EC) n° 1339/2002 imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of sulphanilic acid originating, inter alia, in India
     15886/05 COMER 197 OC 966
     15887/05 COMER 198 OC 967
     + COR 1 (el)
     + COR 2 (de)
     + COR 3 (en)
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

19. Antidumping
   - Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) n° 1858/2005 imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of steel ropes and cables originating, inter alia, in India
     5044/06 COMER 2 OC 10
     5046/06 COMER 3 OC 11
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

20. Antidumping
   - Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) n° 950+2001 imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of certain aluminium foil originating, inter alia, in Russia
     5201/06 COMER 13 OC 33
     5202/06 COMER 14 OC 34
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06

21. Antidumping
   - Proposal for a Council Regulation imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty and collecting definitively the provisional duty imposed on imports of tartaric acid originating in the People's Republic of China
     5215/06 COMER 16 OC 37
     5216/06 COMER 17 OC 38
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06
   - Adoption
     a) of the common position
        12064/05 ENV 396 STATIS 79 RECH 169 CODEC 718 OC 598
        + COR 1 (pt)
        + COR 2 (da)
        + REV 1 (de)
        15148/05 CODEC 1118 ENV 569 STATIS 94 RECH 234
        + ADD 1
     b) of the statement of the Council's reasons
        12064/05 ENV 396 STATIS 79 RECH 169 CODEC 718 OC 598 ADD 1
        approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 07.12.05

   - Adoption
     a) of the common position
        12062/05 ENV 395 CODEC 717 OC 596
        + COR 1 (de)
        + COR 2 (pt)
        + COR 3 (da)
        + COR 4 (es)
        15149/05 CODEC 1119 ENV 570
        + ADD 1
     b) of the statement of the Council's reasons
        12062/05 ENV 395 CODEC 717 OC 596 ADD 1
        approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 07.12.05

   - Adoption of the legislative act
     PE-CONS 3673/05 ACP 183 FIN 543 AGRI 358 WTO 230
     CODEC 1191 OC 968
     + COR 1 (fi)
     15978/05 CODEC 1208 ACP 187 FIN 548 AGRI 361 WTO 237
     + ADD1
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.01.06